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Automatic Performance Modeling

Performance model normal form (PMNF)

Generation of candidate models 
and selection of best fit
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Small-scale measurements
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Calotoiu et al.: Using Automated Performance Modeling 
to Find Scalability Bugs in Complex Codes (SC’13)
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§ Generates performance models

§ Input is performance profiles (e.g., Score-P) or text data

§ Both weak and strong scaling models are supported

§ Offers both command line and GUI interfaces

§ Github repo: https://github.com/Extra-p/extrap

Extra-P

https://github.com/Extra-p/extrap
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Extra-P GUI
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§ A (programmatic) performance analysis tool

§ Python-based data science applied to performance analysis

§ Supports structured and hierarchical data

§ Allows to compare multiple execution profiles, automate analysis in Python scripts

§ Github repo: https://github.com/LLNL/Hatchet

§ Publications:
— Bhatele, Brink, Gamblin: “Hatchet: Pruning the Overgrowth in Parallel Profiles” (SC’19)
— Brink et al.: “Usability and Performance Improvements in Hatchet” (ProTools’20)

Hatchet

https://github.com/LLNL/Hatchet
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Hatchet’s GraphFrame

Hatchet tutorial:
https://hatchet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/publications.html

https://hatchet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/publications.html
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GraphFrame components

Hatchet tutorial:
https://hatchet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/publications.html

https://hatchet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/publications.html
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Programmatic analysis

Hatchet tutorial:
https://hatchet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/publications.html

https://hatchet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/publications.html
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§ Code in Github: https://github.com/sshudler/hatchet/tree/modeling

Integrating Extra-P in Hatchet

import hatchet as ht
# …
mdl = ht.Modeling(…)
mdl.model_all()

Hatchet GraphFrame (graph + dataframe)

https://github.com/sshudler/hatchet/tree/modeling
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Input: Sequence of GraphFrames
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Producing models
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§ Query the model:

§ Evaluate values:

§ Display the model:

Operations on specific model
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Models dataframe with embedded plots
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§ https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/sshudler/hatchet.git/modeling

§ docs/examples/tutorial/hatchet_modeling_demo.ipynb

Live demo with Binder

https://mybinder.org/v2/gh/sshudler/hatchet.git/modeling
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§ Enhance performance analytics with modeling capabilities

§ Expand the Extra-P – Hatchet integration to 2+ parameters models

§ Experiment with datasets on a longer timeline (SPOT)

§ Gather some user feedback

Conclusion
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